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"Pershing's Pets": Apache Scouts
in the Mexican Punitive Expedition
of 1916
MICHAEL L. TATE

In the early morning hours of March 9, 1916, several hundred Villista
soldiers moved silently through the darkness of the New Mexico desert.
Their destination was the small border town of Columbus where stockpiles of badly needed food, clothing, and ammunition awaited in the
merchants' stores. Traveling as a ragtag collection of veterans who had
suffered recent defeats at the hands of Venustiano Carranza's federal
troops, their options were growing fewer by the day. The only chance
for survival rested upon their ability to resupply themselves and rejoin
other Villista units in the neighboring Mexican state of Chihuahua.
Without money, political patronage, or credit to purchase supplies in
the New Mexico town, Francisco "Pancho" Villa ordered the forceful
seizure of these goods. In the hour-long melee that followed, ten civilians and eight American soldiers who were guarding the town because of earlier border disturbances, were killed. Seven days later the
United States launched into Mexico a 4,800-man punitive expedition
under General John J. Pershing; its assignment was to eliminate the
Villista threat along the international border. 1
Michael L. Tate is professor of history in the University of Nebraska at Omaha. He
is currently at work on a book about the multi-purpose frontier army.
L The debate about Francisco "Pancho" Villa's actual role in the planning and execution of this raid, as weIl as the possible reasons for it,js well summarized in Friedrich ,
Katz, "Pancho Villa and the Attack on Columbus, New Mexico," American Historical
Review,. 83 (February 1978), 101-30; and E. Bruce White, "The Muddied Waters of Co-"
lumbus, New Mexico," Americas: A Quarterly Review of Inter-American Cultural History, 32
(July 1975), 72-92.
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The task that now faced Pershing's Punitive Expedition necessitated more than brute force. It required diplomatic finesse to work with
the Constitutionalist governmen,t of President Carranza which had received de facto recognition from the United States only five months
earlier, but which would certainly look upon this military intervention
with uneasiness. Furthermore, the American forces would have to find
the elusive armies of Pancho Villa which operated over the vast mountain and desert terrains of Sonora, Chihuahua and Coahuila with virtual impunity. To locate Villa and engage his dispersed regiments in
decisive combat had proven difficult for the federal forces of Carranza.
Now it would prove even more perplexing for American soldiers whose
interventionist tactics rekindled many Mexicans' painful memories of
the Mexican War of 1846-1848 when the Republic of Mexico had lost
almost half of its sovereign territory to its aggressive northern neighbor.
In short, Pershing's command had ridden into a cauldron of emotions
and divided loyalties, and its limited goal of dealing with Villa could
not be separated from the political confusion generated by five years
of the Mexican Revolution.
During the initial days of the campaign, American forces of the
Seventh, Tenth, Eleventh, and Thirteenth cavalries operated on a thirtyeight year tradition of "hot pursuit," first established in 1878 by presidents Porfirio Diaz and Rutherford B. Hayes, whereby Mexican and
American forces occasionally crossed the international border to pursue
fleeing bandits or Indian raiders. 2 President Carranza even offered to
formalize a new reciprocal crossings agreement, but the early spirit of
cooperation soon gave way to mutual distrust. Carranza suspected that
President Woodrow Wilson might use the Columbus affair as an excuse
for a full-scale invasion of Mexico, and he was well aware of Secretary
of State Robert Lansing's scathing dispatch which unfairly blamed Carranza's officers for complicity in the raid. While keeping the channels
of communication open, Mexico's president simultaneously devised
contingency plans for resisting a full-scale American invasion. 3
Amid the diplomatic confusion over the legality of the Punitive
Expedition, its commander, General Pershing, faced even more press2. The various "hot pursuits" and reciprocal crossing agreements of the Porfirio
Diaz administration are discussed in J. Fred Rippy, "Some Precedents of the Pershing
Expedition into Mexico," Southwestern Historical Quarterly, 24 (April 1921), 299-316.
3. Venustiano Carranza's interview with James Carson of the Associated Press,
March 11, 1916, in Isidro Fabela, ed., Documentos Historicos de la Revoluci6n MexicanaExpedici6n Punitiva, Volume 12, part 1 (27 vols., Mexico City: Editorial Jus, 1968), 64-65;
Robert Lansing to Agents John R. Silliman and John W. Belt, March 9, 1916, State
Department File 812.00/17382, roll 51.
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Map courtesy of Robert S. Thomas and Inez V. Allen, The Mexican Punitive
Expedition Under Brigadier General John J. Pershing (Washington, D.C.: War Histories Division, 1954).
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ing problems. His rapid penetration of the rugged Sierra Madre and
the desert lands of Chihuahua created enormous logistical problems
which were exacerbated by the Mexican government's reluctance to
sell goods to the advancing columns or to allow use of the Mexico
Northwestern Railway for resupply. Furthermore, the local civilian
population, either out of fear of retribution or patriotism for their
violated country, refused to serve as guides or intelligence gatherers
for the advancing American columns. Even a covert offer of $50,000 to
the man who would betray Villa and lead troops to· his lair failed to
produce any takers. 4 Colonel Harry Aubrey Toulmin, Jr. later recounted
the lack of Mexican cooperation and described the hopeless setting for
the cat-and-mouse chase across "a stage five hundred miles long and
a hundred miles wide across which snow, sandstorms, tropic heat and
sharp cold added to the misery of the actors."s Another participant
found humor in the entire operation when he announced to Pershing,
"As I figure it, General ... we've got Villa entirely surrounded-on
one side."6
Amid the frustrating circumstances, Pershing concluded that he
must have experienced trackers familiar with the territory, men loyal
to the United States rather than Mexican political factions. He first tried
to hire expatriot American cowboys and soldiers of fortune who lived
in Chihuahua. Toulmin described this motley collection of potential
guides as "halfbreeds, ranch bosses, adventurers who had fought either
against or with Villa, gun-fighters, gamblers-the remnants of the old
Indian frontier."? Some of these men proved mildly helpful to the
Punitive Expedition, but for the most part, they lacked sufficient knowledge of the terrain and people to unlock the secret of Villa's whereabouts. One of these guides, Guy Hartman (alias Guy Johnson), received
high praise from the officers of the Seventh Cavalry, that is until he
was arrested for having jumped bond in Arkansas for liquor sales
fraud. 8
4. Haldeen Braddy, Pershing's Mission in Mexico (El Paso: Texas Western Press, 1966),
9; Robert Bruce Johnson, "The Punitive Expedition: A Military, Diplomatic and Political
History of Pershing's Chase after Pancho Villa, 1916-1917" (doctoral dissertation, University of Southern California, 1964), 567-68; Alan Knight, The Meximn Revolution: Counterrevolution and reconstruction (Cambridge, England: Cambridge University Press, 1986),
349,603n.
5. H. A. Toulmin, Jr., With Pershing in Mexico (Harrisburg, Pennsylvania: Military
Service Publishing Company, 1935), 17.
6. Frank B. Elser, "General Pershing's Mexican Campaign," Century Magazine, 99
(February 1920), 438.
7. Toulmin, With Pershing in Mexico, 21.
8. "Brave Scout Confesses He Is Moonshiner," Tucson Citizen (July 26, 1916), 1.
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In late March, Pershing requested that Indian scouts be authorized
to join his columns so that operations could proceed more smoothly.
Already much valuable time had been lost due to the poor quality of
maps, lack of first-hand intelligence gathering, and the fact that patrols
frequently had to be diverted from hot pursuits to rescue other patrols
that had become lost. Pershing drew upon his own experiences as a
young lieutenant when, during 1891, he had commanded a company
of Sioux scouts and had found them well suited to the type of unconventional warfare that now faced American troops deep inside Mexico. 9
Famed frontiersman and raconteur Buffalo Bill Cody had simultaneously issued a similar pronouncement by declaring that utilization of
airplanes and conventional cavalry to locate Villa's hiding spot "would
be like looking for a certain flea on a dog's coat. ... "10
Pershing found a receptive ear for his request in General Frederick
Funston, Commander of the Southern Military Department. From his
headquarters in San Antonio, Texas, Funston oversaw the administration of the Punitive Expedition during its initial months, and he well
recognized its unique problems of operating in such a hostile environment. Indeed, only six months earlier, Funston had made a similar
request for fifty Indian scouts and twenty bloodhounds to assist army·
patrols along the Rio Grande. This, and his further request for authorization to show no mercy for Mexicans who raided the Rio Grande
Valley, had drawn sharp rebuke from 'Secretary of War Lindley Garrison
who considered the suggestions to be barbaric. 11 But the brutal attack
upon Columbus, New Mexico and the floundering of the Punitive
Expedition had now cleared the way for more drastic action with the
approval of an Indian scouting detachment.
In this case the Army did not have to look very far to find a readymade force which was not only familiar with the terrain of northern
Mexico, but also was already mustered into military service. This was
the twenty-four member Company A of the Apache Scouts, stationed
at Fort Apacht;, Arizona, men whose ancestors had been in continuous
scouting service since 1866 when federal legislation had created the
first scouting units as special adjunct forces of the regular army. 12 While
9. Johnson, "The Punitive Expedition," 562; Donald Smythe, Guerrilla Warrior: The
Early Lifeof John J. Pershing (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1973), 241-43.
10. "Buffalo Bill Tells How to Capture Villa," Tucson Citizen (March 30, 1916), 3.
11. Charles Cumberland, "Border Raids in the Lower Rio Grande Valley-1915,"
Southwestern Historical Quarterly, 57 (January 1954), 304.
'
12. Memorandum from the Chief of Staff, March 10, 1917, Adjutant General's Office
File 1669226, National Archives and Records Service, Washington, D.C. U.S. Statutes at
Large, XIV: 333-34.
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Columbus, New Mexico after Pancho Villa's raid. Courtesy Rio Grande Historical Collections, New Mexico State University Library.

the earlier enlistees had received much military glory during the 1870s
and 1880s and had been immortalized by the sketches and stories of
Frederic Remington, the current complement of scouts spent most of
their time in the mundane tasks of herding illegal cattle off reservation
lands and delinquent Apache children into reservation schools. Unlike
soldiers of the regular army, these scouts operated in an informal manner that required little drill and allowed them to live in traditional
wickiups and wear traditional Apache clothing rather than regulation
uniforms. 13
On April 4, orders reached Captain Oliver P. M. Hazzard, commander at Fort Apache, for immediate dispatch of twenty "volunteer"
scouts to Columbus, New Mexico. The prospect for field service and
possible combat appealed to the Apaches, and all twenty-four men of
the company requested service. Among the four left behind for more
mundane duties was the elderly Peaches, a scout who had gained some
renown in the 1886 Geronimo campaign. 14 Captain Hazzard, who had
standing orders to return as soon as possible to his other duties with
13. The saga of the late nineteenth-century Apache scouts is best presented by one
of their former commanders in Britton Davis, The Truth About Geronimo (New Haven:
Yale University Press, 1929); and in another first-hand account, John G. Bourke, On the
Border with Crook (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1891).
14. Army and Navy Journal (April 1, 1916), 992; "Twenty Apaches to Be Scouts," New
York Times (March 29, 1916), 2.
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the Tenth Cavalry at Fort Apache, accompanied his scouts by railroad
car and reached Columbus two days later. There they awaited the
arrival of their horses, the issue of equipment, and the introduction to
their new commanding officer-Lieutenant James A. Shannon of the
Eleventh CavalryY
A native of Minnesota and a 1903 graduate of West Point, thirtysix-year-old First Lieutenant Shannon was already considered a very
promising cavalry officer. Winner of a number of military riding awards,
veteran of Philippine service, and a disciplined soldier, he seemed
destined for great rewards, but commanding a company of Apache
scouts hardly seemed fitting for this man who had never had any Indian
or scouting experience. Furthermore, he was a deeply religious and
somewhat introspective man, traits which might cause him problems
in comrtmnicating with the scouts who had a reputation for not welcoming strangers into their small circle. 16
When he first met the scouts at Columbus, Shannon had expected
to find "tall, lean, eagle-eyed and eagle-beaked redskins, with little or
nothing on except moccasins and a rifle belt, with probably a knife or
tomahawk fastened on somewhere... ." Instead he encountered "twenty
short, stocky, pleasant mannered individuals fully equipped in cavalry
uniform from leggins to campaign hat. Their average height was about
five feet six inches and some of them were decidedly too fat and didn't
look at all as though they could run full speed over the tops of the
Sierre Madres [Sic]."17 They hardly represented the image of a people
whom General George Crook had once called the "tigers of the human
species," for their endurance, courage and superb warrior qualities. 18
Even more disconcerting to their new commander was the scouts' initial
flurry of begging for all types of military equipment-sweaters, dustgoggles, electric flashlights and mustard plasters---even though they
had no use for these luxuries. 19 Perhaps General Pershing's faith in
this small band of Indians had been misplaced, or perhaps the leg15. Army and NavY fournal (April 8, 1916), 1032. Army and Navy Journal (April 22,
1916), 1085; "Arizona Apache Indians on Hand as Pershing Scouts," Arizona Republican
(April 7, 1916), 1.
16. Hugh S. Johnson, The Blue Eagle from Egg to Earth (Garden City: Doubleday,
Doran and Company, 1935), 26; Melbourne C. Chandler, Of Garry Owen in Glory: The
History of the Seventh United States Cavalry Regiment (Annadale, Virginia:Turnpike Press,
1960), 135-44.
17. Jam'es A.' Shannon,"With the Apache Scouts in Mexico;'" Journal of the United
States Cavalry Association, 27 (April 1917), 540.
18. George Crook, "The Apache Problem," Journal of the Military Service Institution
of the United States, 8 (1886), 2 6 9 , '
.
19. Shannon, "With the Apache Scouts," 540-42.
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endary Apaches of Geronimo's not-too-distant days had succumbed to
the deleterious effects of the reservation. Up to this point Lieutenant
Shannon was not sure.
A confrontation between officer and men finally occurred during
their first week in base camp at San Antonio de los Arenales, 300 miles
below the border, when some of the Apaches purchased illegal liquor
and quickly turned into a quarrelsome lot whose violent tempers were
aimed primarily at each other. Shannon angrily lectured the scouts
about their intolerable behavior, and he placed six of them in the guardhouse for several days. The event seemed to signal a change in their
behavior, and Shannon experienced no further problems with their
drinking. Fortunately, this initial "accommodation period" came at a
time when military operations of the Punitive Expedition had been
virtually halted as the governments of Woodrow Wilson and Venus, tiano Carranza tried to work out their differences over the future movements of the American troops. 20
Lieutenant Shannon utilized this lull to attempt a more unconventional strategy in winning the confidence of his men. Deciding that
boredom was the root cause of the drinking bouts, he requested permission to take his men on a brief hunting trip to provide fresh meat
for the camp and to see how they performed in the rugged terrain. It
was at this point that the lieutenant first came to appreciate the skills
of his Apaches. On the trail of deer and other game, the scouts did
not merely follow the tracks of their prey, a difficult task in its own
right, ,but instead relied on their knowledge of the usual habits of
wildlife to locate them. Time and again white soldiers were sent out
to hunt fresh meat and repeatedly returned with the observation that
no large game was present in the area around the base camp. Yet when
Shannon took his scouts to the same places on the same day, they
never returned without a sizable kill. Although Shannon observed that
only three of his men could be rated as excellent shots at 200 yards,
all of them demonstrated perfection in their ability to move close enough
to kill the animals at short range. 21 These were the hunting and fighting
tactics known to generations of Apaches, and these men's enlistments
in the regular army had done nothing to change the warrior'traditions
of their grandfathers.
The scouts worked well as a cohesive unit, yet each man was a
unique and interesting character. First Sergeant of the company was
Eskehnadestah, better known as Sergeant Chicken, a born leader and
20. Ibid., 542-43.
21. Ibid., 544-46; Hugh S. Johnson, The Blue Eagle, 27.
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tracker who had first enlisted in 1893 and would serve thirty-one consecutive years before retirement. Equally esteemed was Sergeant Chow
Big and his brother, Corporal Nonotolth, whom Lieutenant Shannon
considered to be two of the best hunters and most reliable men in the
outfit, and whom together served forty-eight years as scouts. Most
colorful was Hell Yet-Suey, a hereditary chief of the White Mountain
Apaches, who frequently befuddled the uninitiated with his cOJ:ltrived
ferocious look. He loved to be photographed in a menacing pose with
ViIIista prisoners, but was none-too-reliable when it came to mundane
camp-cleaning tasks. Among the most friendly was Charles Shipp, a
strong, stocky man who spoke excellent English and who had formerly
served as a tribal judge on the reservation after graduating from Haskell
Indian School in Kansas. 22
Two of the other privates held the unique distinction of having
served as scouts during the 1885-1886 operations against Geronimo.
Askeldelinney (also known as Major) had enlisted in 1879, and Deklay
had joined six years later to accompany Captain Emmet Crawford's ilIfated expedition into Sonora. During those operations, a case of mistaken identity or revenge by Mexican militia against United States
troops left Captain Crawford dead and Deklay with a lifelong bullet
scar on his jaw. Both Askeldelinney and Deklay were in their mid\
fifties when they joined Lieutenant Shannon for field service. Only
Nakay, at age sixty-three, was older and, although he had a difficult
time matching the younger men in endurance, he made no complaints
about what was expected of him. Less fortunate was Loco Jim, a scout
unmatched in his own day and one whose body was covered with
scars obtained in earlier combats, but who now lacked the stamina so
necessary to the hardships of this expedition. 23
In camp as well as in the field, Lieutenant Shannon gradually came
to have a true appreciation for the men that he now so honorably
commanded. He praised them for their cleanliness, their attentiveness
to an orderly camp, their fanatical care of their horses, and especially
their devotion to traditional Apache religious rites. They utilized the
sweat lodge almost daily to spiritually cleanse their bodies, and each
man carefully attached an eagle feather into the woven braids of his
long black hair. Each also carried several sacred totems in the pockets
22. Shan.non, "With the Apache Scouts," 554-55; "Apaches Eager to Hit Villa's Trail,"
Indian ~chool Journal, 16 (May 1916), 489; H. B. Wharfield, Apache Indian Scouts (El Cajon,
California: n.p., 1964), 86-100.
23. Shannon, "With the Apache Scouts," 554-55; ·Wharfield, Apache Indian Seoul89-94.
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of his· khaki uniform, objects whose power was known only to the
owner and whose secret was to be shared with no other individual. 24
On May 4, 1916, the scouts finally received permission to resume
reconnaissance duties. Intelligence reports indicated that approximately 200 Villistas under Cruz Dominguez, Julio Acosta and Antonio
Angel, were camped at Ojos Azules Ranch, forty-five miles south of
the San Antonio de los Arenales base camp. The Villistas had just
defeated a Carranzista force under Major Lopez who now requested
American help in protecting the nearby town of Cusihuiriachic. Major
Robert L. Howze hastily assembled six troops of 11th Cavalry, a machine gun troop, a pack train loaded with three days rations, and the
Apache scouts who fanned out as an advance guard for the main
column, a force totaling approximately 290 men. Upon reaching Major
Lopez' position, he found that the Carranzista commander was no
longer willing to cooperate in the pursuit, nor was he willing to provide
guides for the column. After hiring an American doctor and a Mexican
doctor at Cusihuiriachic to lead him to the ranch, Major Howze continued the night march in an effort to achieve total surprise the next
morning. 25 Exactly a month earlier he had been forced to give up a
pursuit of Villa himself due to a lack of Apache scouts to follow the
trail, but now Howze sensed that the trap was closing with the aid of
the Apaches and the two civilian guides. 2.6
At sunrise the next morning, the combined formation prepared
the attack by first sending the scouts on a flanking movement to take
the high ground behind the ranch buildings and thus cut off the natural
avenue of escape. A direct frontal assault on the three fortress-like
. adobe structures and several outbuildings made sense only if the element of surprise could be achieved, because heavily armed marksmen
firing down from the rooftops could command the complete field of
fire while simultaneously concealing themselves. Howze ordered one
cavalry troop to attack the ranch buildings along a direct line while
receiving covering fire from the machine guns. The remaining five
troops would attack to the left and right of the buildings as they tried
to panic the Villistas by enveloping them in a pincer-like movement.
The well-conceived plan came unraveled because of delays in po24. Shannon, "With the Apache Scouts," 536; "Apaches Eager to Hit Villa's Trail,"
489; Army and Navy Journal (April 8, 1916), 1032.
25. Frank Vandiver, Black Jack: The Life and Times of John f. Pershing (2 vols., College
Station: Texas A&M University Press, 1977), 2: 641-42; Shannon, "With the Apache
Scouts," 547; Toulmin, With Pershing in Mexico, 81-83.
26. Frank Tompkins, Chasing Villa: The Story Behind the Story of Pershing's Expedition
into Mexico (Harrisburg, Pennsylvania: Military Service Publishing Co., 1934), 158-59.
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sitioning the soldiers. Immediately upon the crackling of rifle shots
from inside the fortress, Lieutenant Shannon rushed his Apaches forward to gain the high ground, but his men took cover and began firing
from an ineffective distance of 900 yards. No initial exhortation by their
commander could convince the scouts to continue their advance, as
they chose to fight in the traditiorially effective ambush style that placed
caution before foolhardiness. Two other troops found their way blocked
by a barbed wire fence, and the main advance waited a bit too long
for a blast from the bugle. Despite all of the problems associated with
the charge, pure courage and spontaneity carried the day as scouts
and soldiers alike resumed the attack on their own initiative. The main
part of the battle was over within twenty minutes and the results were
clearly one-sided. While sixty-one Villistas were killed and approximately seventy captured, none of the Americans were even wounded,
despite the close nature of much of the fighting. 27
During the interrogation process, some of the scouts made their
presence known by intimidating the prisoners. They mimicked the
actions of Sergeant Eskehnadestah who, a day earlier, had greeted
Major Lopez' delegation of Carranzista officers by walking along the
reviewing line, menacingly fingering the trigger of his rifle, and muttering "Heap much Mexican, shoot 'em all." Although the threat was
an idle one made in jest, it reflected a deep-seated Apache hatred
toward all Mexican soldiers that reached far back into the nineteenth
century-a hatred which now made no distinction between Carranzistas and Villistas. But the threat was not wasted on the Villistas at
Ojos Azules, some of whom admitted that fighting against the feared
Apaches was an unnerving experience. Even more frightening was the
presence of Hell Yet-Suey whose "face was almost black, his eyes bloodshot, and the lower lids hung down .. ." so that when he approached
a prisoner with his dust goggles in place and his menacing grimace,
"it was a hardy Mexican who did not nearly die of fright."28
As military events go, the cavalry fight at Ojos Azules was of little
tactical consequence except for raising the morale of American soldiers.
Yet Pershing wired Funston that it was "a brilliant piece of work."29 If
Major Howze was displeased about the scouts~ caution during the early
phases of the combat, he did not record any disparaging comments in
27. Lt. S. M. Williams, "The Cavalry Fight at Ojos Azules," Journal of the United
States Cavalry Association, 27 (January 1917), 405-8; Toulmin, With Pershing in Mexico, 8788; Shannon, "With the Apache Scouts," 547-48.
28. Toulmin, With Pershing in Mexico, 85-87.
29. Vandiver, Black Jack, 642.
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his field reports. Instead, he retained confidence in their fighting and
tracking ability, and continued to utilize their services with various
patrols.
On June I, Lieutenant Shannon and his Apaches encountered
three dozen Villistas near Las Varas Pass, forty miles southwest of
Namiquipa. After tracking this group for almost a week, they charged
the Villistas, killing one man and wounding another. Shannon gave all
the credit to his scouts and Mexican guide Jesus Velasquez for the
success of this pursuit, an operation which also yielded approximately
one hundred rifles and eleven machine guns in a nearby cave. 30
The Ojos Azules and Las Varas Pass battles did not go unnoticed
in Mexico City, even though the casualties had been entirely Villistas.
On June 28, I9I6~ Mexico's representative to the United States, Eliseo
Arredondo, sent a harsh note to Secretary of State Lansing contending
that Pershing's officers had arrested some three hundred peaceful residents of La Cruz and had subjected them to maltreatment before
releasing them. More stinging were the charges that Lieutenant Shannon's Apache scouts had committed horrible atrocities against Mexican
citizens ever since their arrival in Chihuahua. 31 Lansing immediately
requested a report from the War Department about these "fiendish
acts" which had been alleged only in the most general of terms. Pershing responded that these rumors had persisted for some time, but that
investigations showed them to be nothing more than the propaganda
harangues of Carranzista soldiers to inflame the citizenry against Americans. 32
General Pershing's findings have satisfied historians ever since the
words were pronounced, and, indeed, no authoritative evidence exists
to refute conclusively his case. There are, however, a number of secondhand bits of evidence and unsubstantiated claims that offer a different
. view of the situation. Lieutenant George S. Patton recorded in his dia~y
that on the day after the Ojos Azules fight, Sergeant Eskehnadestah
. had brought him a note from Major Howze indicating that three prisoners and a captured sword entrusted to his protection were to be
turned over to military authorities. When Patton questioned Eskehnadestah on the whereabouts of the Villista prisoners, the sergeant
30. "Apache Scouts Still Hard on Bandit's Trail," Arizona Republican (June 4, 1916),
1; "Apache Scouts Kill Outlaw in Skirmish," New York Times (June 4, 1916), 12.
31. Eliseo Arredondo to Secretary of State, June 28, 1916, State Department File
812.00/18609, roll 54; Army and Navy Journal (July I, 1916), 1426.
32. Robert Lansing to Secretary of War, July I, 1916, State Department File 812.00/
18609, roll 54; Clarence C. Clendenen, The United States and Pancho Villa: A Study in
Unconventional Diplomacy (Ithaca, New York: Cornell University Press, 1961), 283.
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responded "Him heap sick all dead~" Patton was fully convinced that
the Apache had murdered all three men. 33 Orville Beckett, a sergeant
in Troop M, Eleventh Cavalry, later explained to his son-in-law that
the Apache scouts had a reputation for not distinguishing Villistas from
non-Villistas, and that rumors persisted that they had killed several
prisoners and civilians in order to claim their horses. 34
The most damning indictment carne from Hugh S. Johnson, a man
who one day would head Franklin Roosevelt's massive National Recovery Administration, but who in 1916 was serving with the Punitive
Expedition. During that summer he spent several days with his old
West Point friend Lieutenant Shannon and the scouts in the area 'Of
Raspadura Cafton. There Shannon told him about a recent incident in
which the Apaches had spotted a Mexican encampment atop a ridge
and wanted to attack it. Discerning that the camp included only innocent woodcutters, Shannon ordered his men to continue the march,
but they temporarily defied his order and seemed ready to follow
Eskehnadestah's encouragement, "You stay here, we killum all." Only
after the officer knocked two of his scouts down with strategically
placed punches did they accede to his command. 35
On another occasion, Johnson observed that the scouts probably
exceeded orders when assigned to track down the Mexicans who kept
cutting the Signal Corps telegraph wire-the only'effective means of
communication across hundreds of miles of desert wasteland. Upon
locating a cut, the Apaches picked up a trail that was not discernible
to the other soldiers since there were no obvious horse or human tracks.
They followed the "invisible trail" for twelve miles without wavering
in any direction, until they carne upon an isolated adobe jacal. Despite
protests from the frightened owner, they entered and found the missing wire, a pair of pliers, three rifles and two hundred rounds of
ammunition. Without Shannon's orders, the scouts then divided into
teams and headed in several different directions. Although the Mexican
government subsequently lodged a formal complaint that these Indians
had killed and scalped some Carranzista soldiers during this time, no
evidence was forthcoming. All wire cutting in the sector, however,
immediately ended. 36
By June 19, the Pershing Expedition had grown to a force of 11,635
33. Vernon L Williams, "Lt. George S. Patton, Jr. and the American Army," Military
History of Texas and the Southwest 17 (1982), 67-68.
34. Robert Bruce Johnson, "The Punitive Expedition," 668n.
35. Hugh S. Johnson, The Blue Eagle, 26-27.
36. Hugh S. Johnson, The Blue Eagle, 27.
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regular soldiers, with the majority being garrison troops rather than
the quick-strike cavalry that had initially be~n called into action. Even
though these infantry troops were needed to guard camps, towns and
communication lines, Carranza correctly perceived that the new level
of occupation was less an attempt to apprehend Villa than an effort. to
protect American property in Chihuahua and to exert pressure on new
taxing of foreign oil and mining interests envisioned in the proposed
Mexican constitution. 37
Most disturbing of the new developments were Carranza's orders
to his trusted commander in Chihuahua, General Jacinto B. Trevino,
to resist any movements of the Punitive Expedition except those in a
northerly direction toward the border. Pershing responded with caution by instructing his patrols to avoid conflict with Carranzistas, but
if attacked they were to inflict as much damage on the Carranzistas as
possible. 38 The threat of full-scale war between the two nations now
hung in the balance and observers speculated that a single event could
trigger the conflagration that neither government really wanted. The
battle that ultimately threatened to produce wider war occurred on
June 21, when Captain Charles T. Boyd was fired upon by a larger
group of Carranzista soldiers and civilians at the village of Carrizal.
The bloody action was precipitated by local Mexican commanders rather
than on orders from the Carranza government or military staff, but
before the day was done, Captain Boyd and twelve of his Tenth Cavalrymen had been killed, ten wounded, and twenty-four captured.
Casualties were even higher on the other side of the battleline, and
calls for revenge mounted. Fortunately, both governments were quick
to seek a diplomatic settlement, and the results of those negotiations
had a major impact on the Apache scouts and other troops of the
Punitive Expedition. 39
Following the Carrizal crisis, American soldiers abandoned a number of their isolated outposts, ended the most far-ranging of cavalry
patrols, and consolidated their positions along a line from their headquarters at Colonia Dublan to the New Mexican border. In keeping
with the spirit of the new orders, the scouts were assigned to a camp
37. This critical argument about the changing nature of the Punitive Expedition is
presented more fully in Michael L. Tate, "Pershing's Punitive Expedition: Pursuer of
Bandits or Presidential Panacea?" Americas: A Quarterly Review of Inter-American Cultural
History, 32 (July 1975), 46-71.
38. J. B. Trevino to Pershing, June 16, 1916, in Fabela, Documentos. Vol. 12, part I,
369-71; Clendenen, U.S. and Villa, 277-78.
39. Herbert Malloy Mason, Jr., The Great Pursuit (New York: Random House, 1970),
205-18.
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at El Valle, from which they conducted routine reconnaissances and
short marches. While there would be no further contact with Villista
or Carranzista troops, the Apaches spent a significant amount of their
remaining seven months of Mexican service tracking down American
deserters. In one such venture they were sent after three soldiers who
had disappeared a full day earlier without leaving any apparent trail.
Quickly the Apaches located the "invisible trail" based on the mere
evidence that a fast moving horse had stumbled in a prairie dog hole
and a piece of cactus had been broken off in a certain fashion. The
scouts moved so quickly and without noise or talking, that within
twenty-four hours they had caught up with the AWOL soldiers. The
accompanying officer, Lieutenant Whitside of the Fifth Cavalry, had
not worked with the scouts before, but he trusted Sergeant Eskehnadestah's judgment that the soldiers had headed north rather than toward the south where Whitside had spotted riders through his field
glasses. Eskehnadestah proved correct and the deserters were apprehended on the second day. 40
.
In the midst of the endless weeks of monotonous camp duty,
General Pershing invited the scouts to present a series of dances for
the soldiers stationed at Colonia Dubhin. Lieutenant Shannon found
that his men eagerly accepted this chance to demonstrate their dancing
talents and to celebrate their warrior traditions. After riding all day
and night from El Valle, thirty miles away, the scouts arrived at headquarters on the morning of September 11, ritualistically purified themselves, outfitted themselves in traditional garb, and entered the enclosure
made by the estimated crowd of one thousand soldiers. Fourteen of
the scouts served as singers, led by soloist and drummer Hell Yet-Suey,
and five danced, including Eskehnadestah who assumed the lead role
of the clown-like ghost figure. All the dancers were masked, and their
small headgear,'carved from wood and inset with small mirrors, flashed
sunlight in all directions. The event was greeted with such applause
that the dance was repeated ten times, and, in its later stages, it was
made even more spectacular by lightning flashes in the distance. 41
After an hour of festivities, the celebration ended even though the
Apaches showed every indication that they wished to continue. Despite the public nature of the ceremony, the scouts answered no questions about the symbolism of the dance or the costumes, because to
40. Shannon, "With the Apache Scouts," 551-54.
41. "Weird Ghost Dance Is Given for Gen. Pershing in Mexico," Tucson Citizen (September 13, 1916), 4; "Pershing Didn't See Ghost Dance in Its True Form," Tucson Citizen
(September 23, 1916), 10.
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do so would defile the spiritual power of the moment. Although the
Apaches had long been dubbed "Pershing's Pets" by soldiers, this
appears to be one of the few times that the general was in direct contact
with the scouts that he had so ardently recruited. Perhaps their dances
now reminded him of his own early military career when, as a lieutenant, he had been stationed in the Southwest at the end of the
Geronimo campaign of 1886. Possibly he had witnessed this or similar
Apache dances in that last fleeting moment of the Indian Wars that
now seemed so long ago. 42
_
The decision to limit the scouts' role during the late summer and
fall rested upon the need to placate the Carranza government rather
than on any commander's dissatisfaction with the Apaches' performance. On the contrary, Major Howze, Colonel Toulmin, Major Frank
Tompkins, Captain John Tillson, Jr., Lieutenant William Scott, and Lieutenant H. B. Wharfield independently stated their conviction that, with
earlier maximum usage of the scouts, Villa probably would h~ve been
apprehended. 43 Lieutenant Shannon echoed the sentiment that the
capture could have been effected during late March if the Apaches "had
been with Howze's column during its dash to the Durango line," and
"I haven't the slightest doubt that if they had been put on the trail,
they would have been able to follow it to the end."44
In late December, Shannon was reassigned and he reluctantly left
the Apaches who had been his constant companions for nine months.
His replacement, Lieutenant Joe Viner, had been chosen for the difficult
assignment by Major Howze who saw in him a streak of independence
and a courage already proven in several skirmishes with Villistas. Viner,
a 1913 graduate of West Point, seemed to get along well with the scouts
even though he was with them for less than two months and had to
lead them during the most monotonous and frustrating days of the
entire campaign. 45
Viner had been the commander only a short time when the War
Department instructed that the scouts would have to surrender all the
booty that they had collected in Chihuahua. At the conclusion of the
Ojos Azules fight, each scout had rounded up several horses from the
Villista remuda and had also confiscated saddles, bridles, rifles, and
42. Donald Smythe, Guerrilla Warrior, 14'-20, 264.
43. Toulmin, With Pershing in Mexico, 88; H. B. Wharfield, With Scouts and Cavalry
at Fort Apache (Tucson: Pioneers' Historical Society, 1965), 3, 20; H. B. Wharfield, 10th
Cavalry and Border'Fights (EI Cajon, California: n.p., 1%5),94.
44. Shannon, "With the Apache Scouts," 539-40.
45. Heath Twichell, Jr., Allen: The Biogrpahy of an Army Officer, 1859-1930 (New
Brunswick, New Jersey: Rutgers University Press, 1974), 187-93.
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blankets. In their minds these were the rightful prizes of war, and they
expected to take the riches of battle home once they were released
from service. They had worked several weeks with the saddle-sore and
emaciated horses to restore their strength, and had turned them into
pretty fair mounts. Orders to leave the horses and equipment at Colonia
Dublan were met with little outward show of anger, but the scouts
were certainly upset by what they considered a treacherous act. Apparently they were allowed to keep only the elastic arm bands taken
from captured Villistas at Ojos Azules. 46
By December of 1916, it was quite clear that the Punitive Expedition
would soon end its occupation of northern Mexico. Villa's raiders had
been driven from the United States border for the moment, so President
Wilson could end the troubled venture on a positive note. Yet the
president was guided more by his pragmatic recognition that further
military operations would only lead to greater Mexican resentment at
. the very time that the United States needed to turn its full attention
to the European War. He also well understood the' physical difficulty
of occupying northern Mexico for the sake of achieving a short-term
political goal. As 'early as 1914, Secretary of War Lindley M. Garrison
had glumly estimated that it would require at least fourteen divisions,
or 350,000 soldiers, to occupy the inhospitable region, and the estimate
had grown steadily since that initial prediction. It was now clearly time
to come home. 47
Among the last units to return to Columbus, New Mexico with
General Pershing on February 5, 1917 was the contingent of twenty
Apache scouts. They joined the large crowd which witnessed the commanding general mount the viewing stand and briefly address his men
on a job well done. Amid his farewell remarks to the dusty troops, the
band played "When Johnny Comes Marching Home," and military
aircraft flew overhead. The following day Pershing set out to receive
a hero's welcome in EIPaso, complete with a field artillery salute of
thirteen guns and a parade by elements of the Eighth Cavalry.48 Three
days later he received notice that the state legislature of New Mexico
had authorized a gold medal in his honor for the excellent service of
the Punitive Expedition, and he traveled to Santa Fe on February 27
46. Shannon, "With the Apache Scouts," 548; Robert Bruce Johnson, "The Punitive
Expedition," 574; Wharfield, With Scouts and Cavalry, 18.
47. Katz, "Pancho Villa," 130.
48. "The American Force Moves Northward," Tucson Citizen (January 29, 1917), 3;
"General Pershing and Force Back on American Soil," Tucson Citizen (February 5, 1917),
9; "Pershing Receives a Great Ovation," Tucson Citizen (February 6, 1917), 1.
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Fort Apache Medical Officer Dr. Robert McLeod and three Apache scouts from
Pershing's Expedition (winter 1918). Courtesy Mrs. Gordon Brelsford (daughter of Dr. McLeod), Tyler, Texas.

to receive the award and additional testimonials from citizens throughout the Southwest. 49
Across the border in Arizona, the scouts returned to the station
at Fort Apache. Their homecoming paled in comparison with the public
celebrations for Pershing and the regular regiments, but the men were
glad to be home and they were joyously received by their own families.
When their new commander, Lieutenant H. B. Wharfield, arrived at
Fort Apache in January of 1918, he found them to be in good spirits
and quite proud of their service in the Punitive Expedition. Otherwise,
little had changed as they settled back into the more routine duties of
patroling the reservation, escorting supply wagons, and tracking occasional military deserters. They resisted new military orders to move
into frame houses and continued to live in their separate camp of
traditional wickiups. Likewise, they refused to adhere to strict military
49. "New Mexico Votes Pershing Gold Medal," Tucson Citizen (February 9, 1917), 1;
"Pershing Accepts New Mexico Invitation," Tucson Citizen (February 12, 1917), 3.
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dress codes while on duty, as each man introduced his own distinctive
items to the standard khaki issue. ButWharfield was a realist who
knew that treating these men with rigid military discipline would not
only anger them, but would also lessen their effectiveness as soldiers.
Like lieutenants Shannon and Viner before him, Wharfield marveled
at the Apaches' tracking ability and their willingness to suffer extreme
privation in achieving a goal. He also praised them as good family men
and proper role models for other Indians on the reservation. 50
All of the scouts who had participated in the Punitive Expedition
remained in service until at least 1920, and most reenlisted for additional terms. Charles Bones retired in 1932 'and opened a small restaurant four miles southwest of Fort Apache where all meals were priced
at twenty-five cents. Despite a brisk trade, his charity to less fortunate
Indians soon bankrupted him. Charles Shipp resigned in 1922 and
subsequently was reappointed a tribal judge. In 1923, he and two other
petitioners represented the White Mountain Apac!'tes in a formal complaint to Commissioner of Indian Affairs Charles Burke. With the aid
of Representative Carl Hayden and Senator Ralph H. Cameron', they
gained federal compensation for reservation lands fraudulently taken
by white men. C. F. Billy died in service during 1920, a man much
mourned by soldiers stationed at Fort Apache despite his unwillingness
to speak anything but the Apache language and his continued strict
adherence to traditional customs. Chow Big retired in 1929 after thirty
years of service, and died in 1957, exactly thirty-one years after his
brother Nonotolth had died while still on active duty. 51
Two of the other older scouts of the Punitive Expedition also stretched
their military careers beyond the World War I era. Deklay remained in
service until 1929, and died in 1957 at age ninety-four. Askeldelinney
(Major) stayed on active duty until 1925, and died eleven years later.
Jesse Palmer, one of the two educated members of the Punitive Expedition, prolonged his service until January of 1923, became the main
interpreter at Fort Apache, handled much of the company paper work,
and supervised the purchase of supplies. But the most fabled of all the
scouts continued to be Eskehnadestah, still popularly referred to as
Sergeant Chicken. Lieutenant Wharfield achieved an "excellent relationship" with this man and listened to his advice on all matters relating
50. Wharfield, With Scouts and Cavalry, 7, 17-18, 23-26, 28-34, 55-58; Wharfield,
Apache Indian Scouts, 85-86.
51. Wharfield, Apache Indian Scouts, 31, 87-92; H. B. Wharfield, Alchesay: Scout with
General Crook, Sierra Blanca Apache Chief, Friend of Fort Apache Whites, Counselor to Indian
Agents (EI Cajon, California: n.p., 1969), 46-48.
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to the Apache camp. He enjoyed their many private conversations and
especially their hunts in the White Mountains. The only dissenting
voice to the respected image of this Apache sergeant came two years
later from Lieutenant George B. Rodney who never forgave him for
getting drunk while on a search for a little lost girl at Fort Apache.
When Eskehnadestah died at Whiteriver agency hospital in 1955, the
eighty-year-old leader of the Fort Apache Indian community left behind
two sons, six daughters, twenty-seven grandchildren and two great
grandchildren. He was buried in the agency cemetery. 52
The three white officers who had served with the Apache scouts
during the era of the Punitive Expedition were not to be forgotten
either. Shannon rose to the rank of Lieutenant Colonel during World
War I, and received the Distinguished Service Cross and the French
Croix de Guerre. While commanding the 112th Infantry, 42nd (Rainbow) Division, he was killed on October 7, 1918 near the French village
of Chatel Chehery. Lieutenant Viner married General Henry Allen's
daughter, taught mathematics at West Point, and volunteered for field
service after the United States. entered World War I. As a major, he
commanded an American tank battalion in the Meuse-Argonne offensive of September 1918. 53 Lieutenant Wharfield attained the rank of
Colonel and later wrote two accounts of the Apache scouts that he had
commanded in 1918. These two booklets, along with Shannon's original articles published in Journal of the United States Cavalry Association,
provide the only intensely personal glimpses of the scouts and their
private lives.
In October of 1922, the War Department's General Orders No. 42
deactivated Fort Apache as a military installation and transferred its
properties to the Interior Department. This action caused hardships
among some of the scouts because they were given only two options,
either retire from active service or transfer 180 miles southward to Fort
Huachuca. Despite the fact that they would have to move away from
kinsmen and friends, all the scouts except John Cody, Ka-Gethe, Jesse
Palmer and Tea Square relocated to the new post and reenlisted for
additional tours of duty. Three of the vacant positions were filled during the following year with the enlistments of privates Andrew Paxon,
Joe Kessay, and William Major, the latter two being the sons of scouts
Pinintiney and Askeldelinney who were already in service. After 1924,
52. Wharfield, Apache Indian Scouts, 86-97; George B. Rodney, As a Cavalryman Remembers (Caldwell, Idaho: Caxton Printers, 1944), 187-90.
53. Wharfield, Apache Indian Scouts, 70n; Hugh S. Johnson, The Blue Eagle, 28; Twichell, Allen, 180-208.
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Company A, Apache scouts at time of Pershing Punitive Expedition, 1916.
First Sergeant Eskehnadestah (Chicken) stands at right side of formation. Courtesy of Robert S. Thomas and Inez V. Allen, The Mexican Punitive Expedition
Under Brigadier General John J. Pershing (Washington, D.C.: War Histories Division, 1954).

no new enlistments were allowed for this special unit, and within the
decade, deaths and retirements reduced the unit to only eight men. 54
During its economizing drive of 1928, the War Department considered disbanding the Apache scout detachment, but the commanding
general of the Eighth Corps area successfully recommended its continuation because the scouts were still the most suitable force for tracking the remote terrain of Arizona's southern border. Throughout the
1920s and 1930s, they patrolled the military reservation's vast boundaries, repaired fences, herded ranchers' stray cattle, cut trails, guarded
against fires, served as game wardens, guided newcomers through the
area, assisted the post carpenter, and hunted lost tourists and AWOL
soldiers. Although the duties hardly raised the excitement to the level
of the 1916 Punitive Expedition, the scouts seemed content with their
lives in the twilight years of the detachment. When John P. CIum,
celebrated frontier newspaper editor and former Apache agent of the
1870s, inquired about the scouts in 1928, commanding officer Captain
54. Wharfield, Apache Indian Scouts, 101-2; Mary Margaret Huntington, "Last of the
Scouts," Westways, 39 (November 1947), 12;-Cornelius C. Smith, Jr., Fort Huachuca: The
Story of a Frontier Post (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1977), 265-66.
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Donald C. Hawley reported them in good spirits, good health, and
attentive to their duties. But he also predicted that they soon would
be phased out of existence. 55
That day finally carne in August of 1947 when Fort Huachuca
commander Colonel William L. Roberts held a parade and review for
the last four scouts still in service-Sinew L. Riley, Ivan Antonio, Joe
Kessay, and William Major. Although none of these men had served
in the Punitive Expedition of 1916, they had been mustered while many
of the old veterans were still active in the unit, and they undoubtedly
had heard countless tales of that one brief moment of glory in Mexico
which Sergeant Eskehnadestah had once characterized as "Him damn
fine fight."56 A few years earlier, Sergeant Sinew Riley, addressing the
soldiers at Fort Huachuca, had expressed his own heartfelt sentiments
about the passing of this unique organization whose history stretched
back to the 1860s:
We are the last of the Army's Indian scouts. In a few years we
shall be gone to join our comrades in the great hunting grounds
beyond the sunset, for our need is no more. There we shall always
remain very proud of our Indian people and of the United States
Army, for we were truly the first Americans, and you in the Army
are now our warriors. To you who will keep the Army's campfire
bright, we extend our hands, and to you we will our fighting
hearts. 57
Perhaps most people saw the passing of Company A, Apache
Scouts as merely a curiosity, an anachronism left over from a bygone
era which no longer had any relevance. But to the Apache people, its
memory has remained strong even today because it represents a thread
of continuity to a treasured past. The death of Julius Colelay in January
of 1988 reminds us that this tradition extends for over a century, from
General George Crook's enlistment of Apache scouts to our own time.
Colelay, who had served in the scout unit from 1923 to 1929, was buried
55. Arthur Woodward, "The Apache Scouts," Masterkey, 9 (July 1935), 127; Fairfax
Downey and J. N. Jacobsen, Jr., The Red Bluecoats (Fort Collins, Colorado: Old Army
Press, 1973), 171-72; John P. Clum, "The San Carlos Apache Police," New Mexico Historical
Review, 5 (January 1930), 91.
56. Huntington, "Last of the Scouts," 12-13; Army and Navy Journal (May 20, 1916),
1232.
57. Quoted in Smith, Fort Huachuca, 275. A good account of the last years of the
scouts is found in Rita Doerner, "Sinew Riley, Apache Scout," Journal of Arizona History,
14 (Winter 1973), 271-80.
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with full military honors at Fort Apache Military Cemetery. 58 His death
came almost exactly seventy-one years after General Pershing had paid
his final respects to his "Pets" from the review stand at Columbus,
New Mexico.
From their initial recruitment in 1866 to their final mustering out
in 1947, the Apache scouts served honorably as special units of the
United States Army. During the 1870s and 1880s, their numbers on
active duty reached several hundred and they represented over half
of the complement of all Indian scouts allowed by Congress. Yet their
service was only a beginning point for Indian enlistment in the regular
army. During World War I, 6,500 Indians served in the Army, 1,000 in
the Navy, and 500 in other service positions, a higher percentage of
voluntary participation than any other American group, despite the
fact that a majority of Indian men were exempt from the draft. Their
valiant war record likewise helped pave the way for Indian citizenship
acts in 1919 and 1924. This encouraged even greater participation during World War II when over 25,000 Indian men and women volunteered
or were drafted, and 40,000 others traveled to cities to work in wartime
industries. 59
By 1981, any lingering doubts about the performance of Indian
soldiers had dissipated, and the Marine Corps enlisted an all-Navajo
platoon of forty-nine members without eliciting any criticism. 60 The
creation of this all-Indian unit stood as proud testimony to the generations of Native Americans who had served their country on the farflung battlefields from the Meuse-Argonne to Iwo Jima, and from Inchon to Khe Sanh. The Apache scouts who had made their marks
during the frontier era and Pershing's Punitive Expedition were the
precursors of those better known native soldiers who would follow
them into the military ranks. It is a sad fact, however, that few of those
successors would understand or fully appreciate the proud service
record of the scouts who had preceded them.

58: "Last of the Apache Scouts," American West, 25 (June 1988), 38.
59. Michael L. Tate, "From Scout to Doughboy: The National Debate over Integrating
American Indians into the Military, 1891-1918," Western Historical Quarterly, 17 (October
1986), 417-37.
60. Omaha World-Herald, August 6, 1981.
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